The decontamination of chemical warfare agents (CWAs) from structures, environmental media and even personnel has become an area of particular interest in recent years due to increased homeland security concerns. This article reviews applications of catalytic methods used for decontamination of CWAs. Most attention was given to the following methods: thermocatalysis, photocatalysis and enzyme catalysis among the many methods of catalytic CWA decomposition. Unfortunately, there are not enough data obtained with real CWAs due to the difficulty in handling, so we have described also data available for CWAs simulants. These methods can be useful for decontamination systems that can reduce the damage caused by possible terrorism.
Introduction
International negotiations on the implementation of the Treaty on the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons began as part of the UN Disarmament Conference in 1980. On November 30, 1992, the UN General Assembly adopted the Convention on the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons by way of resolution A/ RES/47/391. The adopted text of the Convention was presented for signature in January 1993 in Paris (The Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production 1993). In April 1997, when the 65th State ratified the Convention on "Prohibition of researching, production, storage and use of chemical weapons and destruction of its stocks," it entered into force and its abbreviated name is Chemical Weapon Convention-CWC.
The established document prohibits all Member States from carrying out research, production, storage and use of chemical weapons, and obliges to disclose chemical weapons supplies and their destruction. The fact that not all countries in the world have signed this convention or have signed but still did not ratify it may raise concerns.
Despite the implementation of this document, the problem related to chemical weapons is still very important, mainly due to the need to dispose of chemical weapons (CWA) supplies (Johnson-Winegar 2001) , as well as the ever-growing threat of terrorist attacks (Bismuth et al. 2004 ). An example of this type of use of chemical weapon was the terrorist attack of 20 March 1995 in Japan, where the release of sarin resulted in: 12 fatalities, 54 seriously injured, 980 with medium injuries and 5500 who need medical attention (Bismuth et al. 2004; Schecter and Fry 2005) . Chemical weapon can also be used during warfare; an example of such action is the use of sarin against civilians in Syria (Henderson 2015 ). An extremely important issue is also mentioned neutralization of supplies of chemical weapons sunk in the seas after World War II. For example, in the years 1922-1945, around 79 thousand tons of sulfur mustard was produced in the world (Popiel et al. 2014a, b; Nawała et al. 2016 ). At present, about 70 years after the sinking in the Baltic Sea containers, in which there is chemical weapon, sometimes they are unsealed, which of course causes pollution of the environment. It also happens that these containers are caught by fishermen or thrown on the beach by sea waves (Mazurek et al. 2001) .
Decontamination is a process of removal or neutralization of CWA from various surfaces, including the surfaces of contaminated equipment and weapons. In case of decontamination of people and equipment, classical methods can be easily replaced or modified using catalytic methods, which can include advanced oxidation techniques (Popiel et al. 2005) or enzymatic catalysis (Popiel et al. 2010; Popiel and Nawała 2013) . However, these methods cannot be used to neutralize chemical warfare agents in the air.
The most commonly used methods for the removal of toxic substances from the air are still filters containing adsorbents such as activated carbon, silica gel and active alumina or for biological agents high-efficiency nonwoven filters-HEPA (high-efficiency particulate air) and ULPA (ultra-low particulate air) filters. The main drawback of this method of air purification is filtering and not deactivation of dangerous compounds, which after the filtration process still remain intact, adsorbed in filters. In the case of filters, the negative impact of environmental factors (including moisture and heat) on their effectiveness (especially in relation to chemical substances) is also quickly visible, as well as limited working time.
An alternative to the described classic air cleaning systems may be devices with thermoactive elements made of thermocatalytically active metallic materials. It was proved ) that their surface catalytic activity was demonstrated with respect to sulfur and sulfur mustard. The proposed new solutions significantly reduce the problems associated with the storage and servicing of systems with activated carbon sensitive to the presence of water vapor.
The development and finding new, better and more modern methods of elimination of contaminations, including chemical warfare agents, should be based on the latest scientific achievements. The available literature shows that neither perfect decontamination methods nor perfect disinfectants have been developed so far. Neutralization of CWA from the point of view of the mechanism is usually a complex and difficult process.
Another important aspect is the efficient and quick cleaning of contaminated air from large enclosed spaces such as shopping centers, office buildings or metro stations. One of the oldest methods is to pump it through filters containing activated carbon, but this is a temporary solution, because, as already mentioned, it does not solve the problem entirely. Activated carbon only adsorbs toxic substances on its surface. During desorption, toxic substances are released from the surface of activated carbon and the problem may appear again. The current state of knowledge allows two techniques, the use of which will result in the decontamination of polluted air. These include photo-and thermocatalysis. In the first case, catalysts exposed to UV radiation will be used and in the second case thermally activated catalysts.
The aim of the presented work was to describe, on the basis of the most recent literature data, various catalytic methods that can be used to remove contamination caused by the release of chemical warfare agents (CWA) into the environment as a result of failure or conscious actions of people, e.g., terrorists.
Chemical warfare agents
Chemical warfare agents are toxic chemical compounds whose chemical and physical properties allow their military application. The most important feature of CWA is their lethal or harmful effect on living organisms (humans, animals, plants) .
Sulfur mustard and sarin represent two groups of toxic substances. Sarin is an organophosphorus compound belonging to the group of the most dangerous poisons, i.e., to nerve agents group which possess paralyzing properties. Sulfur mustard, in turn, belongs to type of vesicant compounds which cause blistering of the skin and mucous membranes on contact. These two compounds were chosen due to the fact that they are the most popular chemical warfare agents (Bartelt-Hunt et al. 2006) . It is not without significance that they can be relatively easily obtained (Ledgard 2012) . It is worth noting that large amounts of sulfur mustard are dumped in the Baltic Sea and other sea areas (National Research Council 1984) , and sarin can be used in military, criminal (National Research Council 1996; Pearson and Magee 2002) or terrorist (Okumura et al. 2005) actions.
Sulfur mustard
Sulfur mustard (HD) is a typical chemical warfare agent from the stinging group. During the First World War, it was used on the battlefield on a mass scale. After the not very successful use of chlorine and phosgene (these gases were too easy to detect with sense of smell, so after detection-it was possible to put on a gas mask in time), in the final phase of the mustard gas was introduced. Mustard gas is relatively simple in production and can therefore be the so-called first choice measure, if a country decides, despite the aforementioned CWC convention, to conduct a war with the use of chemical weapons.
Pure sulfur mustard is a colorless liquid with a barely perceptible odor. The technical product, on the other hand, has a brown color and smell of mustard, which is why it was called a mustard gas. HD is a compound that easily penetrates through various materials, and only bromobutyl rubber is impermeable to sulfur mustard for some time (up to 24 h) (Dubey et al. 2002) . Mustard gas is slightly soluble in water, at a temperature of 10 °C its solubility is 0.6 g/L, while it is very soluble in organic solvents. It is also a good solvent for other war toxic agents (Malhotra et al. 1999) .
Due to the high toxicity and difficulty in obtaining research permits for pure sulfur mustards, which result from the CWC convention, its simulants are used for research works. One of the simplest simulants of sulfur mustard is dibutyl sulfide; however, the most popular simulant is 2-chloroethyl ethyl sulfide (CEES) (Verma et al. 2015 (Verma et al. , 2016 Liu et al. 2015; Li et al. 2014) .
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CEES is used, instead of mustard gas, in research on detection, labeling, reaction mechanisms and decontamination processes. The comparison of the toxic action of sulfur mustard with its simulator should take into account all possible routes of absorption into the human body. LD50 doses (causing death of half the population) of sulfur mustard and CEES for mice depending on the absorption path are presented in Table 1 . In the case of sulfur mustard, intraperitoneal (i.p.) and percutaneous (p.c.) absorption is the most toxic way of absorption. In the case of CEES, however, it is intraperitoneal (i.p.) and subcutaneous absorption (s.c.). After exceeding the LD 50 dose for CEES, the death occurred within 1-2 days, whereas if the dose was exceeded by sulfur mustard, the death of the individuals occurred even after more than 6 days.
Both sulfur mustard and CEES cause oxidative stress, but their toxic properties are different. In the case of sulfur mustard, percutaneous absorption (p.c.) is more dangerous than subcutaneous (s.c.) or oral (p.o.).This is most likely due to different metabolic pathways. However, it is completely different in the case of CEES. The use of CEES as a simulant of sulfur mustard is justified in many experiments, but may not be appropriate in the case of seeking an antidote for sulfur mustard, since the toxic properties of sulfur mustard and CEES differ substantially.
Sarin
The most dangerous, chemical warfare agents are organophosphorus compounds with a paralytic and convulsive action. Their development is mainly in the interwar period.
Sarin (GB) is one of the more accessible CWAs, which makes it particularly dangerous. It is owned by many states and rich terrorist organizations. The GB manufacturing process is also relatively simple. The only problem is obtaining precursors that have strong corrosive properties (Li et al. 2000) . Sarin can be obtained from common substances such as pesticides and compounds used for wood impregnation in order to ensure its non-flammability.
Sarin is a colorless and almost odorless liquid with a boiling point of 147.3 °C. At this temperature occurs its partial decomposition. Sarin is a substance with a relatively high vapor pressure, and at 20 °C, it is 1.48 mm Hg. The volatility of sarin at the same temperature is 11.3 mg/l. Its vapors are about 4.8 times heavier than air, while the vapor density is not much lower than air density and at 20 °C and amounts to 11,102 kg/m 3 . Sarin is highly soluble in organic solvents (e.g., in alkanols, esters, halide alcohols, benzene series hydrocarbons) and in other chemical warfare agents (e.g., sulfur mustard) mixes with water in every ratio. Sarin vapors adsorb well in porous materials like concrete, brick, wood and textiles (Marrs et al. 2007 ).
In the case of sarin, its most popular simulant is dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP) (Shen et al. 2016; Dumlao et al. 2016; Verma et al. 2016; Powroźnik et al. 2015; Mitchell et al. 2014) . DMMP is used as a model compound for the study of decontamination processes, reaction mechanisms, adsorption and desorption of compounds with paralytic and convulsive action, including sarin. DMMP is included in the chemical weapons convention in list 2, indicating that it is toxic enough to be used as a chemical weapon or used as a precursor to other more toxic substances. Table 2 compares the toxic properties of DMMP and sarin.
Thermal methods used to neutralize chemical warfare agents

Combustion
Combustion is an environmentally safe method of disposal of toxic substances, which has the highest percentage share of all methods used to destroy hazardous substances (Review and Evaluation of the Army Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program 1996). An American program for chemical weapon destruction based on this method was used in [1969] [1970] [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] to destroy almost 3000 tons of sulfur mustard in the Rocky Mountains as part of the Chemical Agent Munitions Disposal System at the Tooele Army Ammunition Plant and 19,000 missiles and 14,000 rockets filled with paralytic and convulsive agents under the "Johnston Atoll Chemical Disposal System (JADACS)" at Johnston Pacific Atoll (National Research Council 1984) . The experience gained during the 1996) and other materials contained in the missiles (waste) to prepare for combustion; (2) combustion warfare agents, explosives and the waste thermal decomposition of metal parts and missile storage containers; (3) protection and monitoring of the gaseous stream of combustion products, analysis and destruction of liquid and solid waste. As part of the first stage, four groups of contaminated materials with different physical properties were created. Their controlled separation allows optimal adjustment of the combustion conditions for each group, which greatly simplifies the destruction process. The individual groups of materials are directed directly to the appropriate furnaces: liquid toxic agents to the furnace, in which liquids are disposed of (liquid incinerator-LIC); explosives to the furnace in which the explosive materials are destroyed (deactivation furnace-DFS); metal parts to the furnace intended for the combustion of metal parts of bullets and bombs (metal parts furnace-MPF); waste to the furnace in which different types of waste are destroyed (Dunnage incinerator-DUN). CWAs in a liquid form, separated from ammunition and containers, are introduced into the furnace, where a two-stage combustion process occurs at a temperature of 1480 °C. Initially, CWA is sprayed by a special nozzle and then mixed with air. In addition, an auxiliary fuel is introduced to allow the combustion temperature to be maintained above 1400 °C. The resulting gases are sent through the pipes to the most important element of the combustion system, which is the afterburner, where natural gas is used: propane or diesel. This solution eliminates the risk of penetration of combustion intermediates or CWA residues into the system reducing pollution, where the temperature is maintained at a level higher than 1090 °C (Committee on Review and Evaluation of the Army Chemical Stockpile Disposal Program 1996).
The products of complete combustion of organic compounds containing carbon, hydrogen and oxygen atoms are water vapor and carbon dioxide. If the organic compounds contain additionally fluorine, chlorine, nitrogen, phosphorus and/or sulfur atoms, we can add additional products to the combustion products: hydrogen fluoride in the case of sarin, nitrogen dioxide in the case of a Tabun and VX compound, phosphorus pentoxide in the case of sarin, Tabun and VX compound, and sulfur dioxide and hydrogen chloride in the case of sulfur mustard. The equations for the combustion reaction of selected toxic agents are shown in Fig. 1 .
Due to the very high temperature as well as thermal properties of the entire system, such combustion is a very safe and effective method of destroying most CWA. The exception is chemical warfare agents with an arsenic atom in the structure (e.g., lewisites) for which combustion causes the penetration of poisonous organo-arsenic compounds into the atmosphere (Petrov et al. 2006) .
Research on improving the CWA combustion method is still ongoing. One of the works on this issue was devoted to the study of the kinetic model of DMMP decomposition in the hydrogen-oxygen flame. The main elements of the research system were: low-pressure combustion chamber, sampling system and ion mobility spectrometer. In addition, a flat stainless steel burner with a diameter of six centimeters was installed, placed in a shield through which argon flowed. The flow of oxygen, hydrogen and argon was controlled by means of a flow regulator. DMMP was added to the argon using a dropping funnel and then mixed with oxygen and hydrogen in the collector. Due to the very low vapor pressure (0.46 mm Hg), DMMP at 25 °C, the collector and the dropping funnel were continuously heated (Petrov et al. 2006 ). Combustion of DMMP in a hydrogen-oxygen flame leads to many products such as H 2 CO 3 , CH 3 •, CH 3 OH, CH 3 O, HOPO, HOPO 2 .
Pyrolysis
Pyrolysis is a type of thermolysis defined as a degradation process occurring under the influence of high temperature. The chemical technology for pyrolysis is the processes carried out without contact with oxygen and other oxidants.
One of the possibilities of thermal decomposition of sulfur mustard is the pyrolysis reaction under reduced pressure. Laboratory tests have confirmed that phosgene, diphosgene and chloropicrin are also degraded as a result of this process (Battin-Leclerc et al. 2000) .
The sulfur mustard pyrolysis reaction was carried out under nitrogen and air, in which the initial pressure was 16.67 kPa and the pressure of nitrogen was equal to 13.33 kPa. The process was carried out at a temperature ranging from 300 to 500 °C (Glukhovtsev and Bach 1998) . During the analysis of the sulfur mustard pyrolysis process, it was found that at 450 °C the amount of substrate was 100 times lower than at 300 °C. Therefore, the authors of the work (Glukhovtsev and Bach 1998) showed that at 450 °C sulfur mustard was converted at the level of 99%. The main products of sulfur mustard pyrolysis were ethylene and vinyl chloride. The remaining products are methane, ethane and acetylene and in the trace amounts, propane.
During the pyrolysis of sulfur mustard at 450 °C and the initial pressure of less than 3.33 kPa, only conversion at the (1) mustard gas, (2) sarin, (3) VX gas level of 60% (Glukhovtsev and Bach 1998) was observed. Under these operating conditions, other unidentified reaction products were also observed in addition to mentioned light organic products.
The available tests show that other decomposition products may also be obtained during the pyrolysis of sulfur mustard, which may include carbon disulfide, 1,2-dichloroethane, thiophene and methylthiophene (Faragher et al. 1928; Wagner et al. 1999; Battin-Leclerc et al. 2000) .
Thermocatalysis
In the above-mentioned work, the idea of using a thermocatalyst for BST destruction is applied to surface-active powder catalysts or metallic bands allowing the decomposition of these compounds.
In the case of CEES adsorption on the surface of TiO 2 in the anatase and rutile form, CEES thermal desorption takes place in the temperature range from 2 to 127 °C for an activation energy of 105 kJ/mol. The molecules of this compound can be oxidized both by Ti-OH groups from anatase and rutile and by oxygen from the crystallographic lattice TiO 2 . The attack on the C-S bond leads to the formation of ethoxy and chloroethoxy groups. At temperatures around 300 °C, these groups are further oxidized to CO 2 and CO 3 , which are then adsorbed on the surface of titanium oxide (IV). At about 325 °C, oxygen reactions (called lattice oxygen) are observed. However, when heating in a vacuum at a temperature of approx. 625 °C on the surface of TiO 2 substrates and oxidation reaction products are no longer observed (Thompson et al. 2004) .
Due to the lack of publications regarding the thermal decomposition of sarin as well as other chemical warfare agents from the group of paralytic-convulsive compounds, this part of the work describes the results of tests on the imitation sarin-dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP). Ma et al. (2000) examined the thermal distribution of DMMP on the surface of copper clusters and on a thin layer of copper deposited on the surface of TiO 2 . Dimethyl methylphosphonate was introduced into the reaction chamber as a liquid so that the resulting concentration of its vapors was maximal to provide a saturated vapor mixture in the reaction zone. The surface of TiO 2 has been coated with copper layers at a rate of 0.5-1.5 monolayer per minute using an Oxford Research sprayer. Based on the results of tests which were carried out with the use of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) and diffuse ion spectroscopy (ISS), it was found that clusters of copper formed on the surface of TiO 2 are three-dimensional (Zhou and Chen 2003) . In order to verify obtained results, the DMMP distribution on copper surface and on the surface of titanium oxide (IV) was also examined. Dimethyl methylphosphonate decomposition was carried out using programmable thermocontrol (TPD) from room temperature to the temperature of 576.85 °C with the increase of 2 °C/min. The main products of DMMP degradation on TiO 2 itself were hydrogen, methyl radical and methane. In this case, there is no complete decomposition of the reagent, because it is present in post-reaction products. Analysis of the obtained products did not show the content of phosphorus compounds, which may indicate that they are deposited on the surface of TiO 2 and do not undergo desorption.
In the case of DMMP reactions on the copper surface, the substrate is not completely decomposed, and hydrogen products, methane, methyl radicals, formaldehyde and methanol were observed in gaseous products. The thermal decomposition reaction on copper clusters, regardless of their size, leads to similar products. Under these conditions, formaldehyde and methanol are formed, and probable intermediates are compounds containing a methoxy group that are formed on the surface of copper. These products are preferential on copper coatings covering completely the surface of TiO 2 , preventing a competitive reaction (running on the surface) of TiO 2 ) leading to the formation of only hydrogen, methane and a methyl radical. Studies using photoelectron spectroscopy have shown that DMMP decomposes on copper clusters already at room temperature to carbon atoms, phosphorus and phosphorus oxide particles (POx), which remain on the cluster surface, but the efficiency of this reaction is very small (Lee et al. 1994) .
The studies of TiO 2 nanoparticles, without additives, using infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) allowed to demonstrate that titanium (IV) oxide nanoparticles show adsorption properties toward DMMP (Panayotov and Morris 2009). Further research allowed to state that TiO 2 in the form of nanoparticles catalyzes the oxidation of DMMP in the air already at room temperature. As a result of this reaction, formaldehyde is formed, but the efficiency of this process is not high, and the catalysis reaction time is long, from 15 to even 70 min (Panayotov and Morris 2009). In the case of thermal degradation of DMMP on a large contact surface-TiO 2 nanoparticles-in the temperature range from 22 to 127 °C, there is a nucleophilic attack of oxygen from the air on the adsorbed molecule of this compound, resulting in the formation of Ti-OCH 3 and phosphorus oxides (PO x ) in the form of surface groups. Above 127 °C, the thermally activated oxygen present in the crystal lattice begins to play a dominant role in the oxidation of Ti-OCH 3 surface groups. The introduction of gold nanoparticles with dimensions smaller than 5 nm on the surface of TiO 2 increases, compared to the unmodified TiO 2 , catalytic activity toward DMMP (Panayotov and Morris 2008). The reaction of DMMP degradation to TiO 2 modified with Au nanoparticles occurs in both anaerobic and aerobic atmosphere and additionally does not require the presence of UV radiation. Gold nanoparticles present on the surface of titanium oxide (IV) are directly involved in the catalytic reaction of DMMP.
For the thermal decomposition of DMMP, amorphous manganese oxide (AMO) can also be used. AMO for catalysis was prepared as a result of the degradation of KMnO4, which allowed to obtain powder with a specific surface area 200 ± 10 m 2 /g (Segal et al. 2001) . The use of amorphous manganese oxide in the temperature range of 200-400 °C as a catalyst for the thermal decomposition of DMMP leads to the formation of carbon dioxide and methyl alcohol (Segal et al. 2001) . Figure 2 shows the change in CO 2 concentration. The literature data (Segal et al. 1999) shows that in the initial period of degradation at 300 and 400 °C, DMMP disappears completely. Based on carried out experiments, it was found that DMMP undergoes thermal decomposition, catalyzed by amorphous manganese oxide, forming carbon dioxide and methyl alcohol in the gas phase, while on the catalyst surface methyl methylphosphonate (MMP), methylphosphonic acid (MPA) and phosphate ions are deposited. The key parameter affecting the reaction rate of dimethyl methylphosphonate decomposition is the reaction temperature. The DMMP thermocatalysis reaction runs with the highest efficiency at temperature 400 °C.
Dimethyl methylphosphonate can also be used to decompose thermal thin films of cerium (IV) oxide (Chen et al. 2010) . As a result of deposition of cerium vapors on the surface of the ruthenium at 427 °C in an oxygen atmosphere, thin films of CeO 2 cerium oxide and partially reduced cerium oxide Ce 2 O 3 were obtained. The main gaseous products produced during the thermal decomposition of DMMP at 627 °C of catalyzed cerium oxide are formaldehyde, methanol, water and carbon dioxide, while phosphorus Pox deposits on the surface of the catalyst. Cerium oxide retains catalytic properties for a very long time, which allows for many cycles of reactions, but with each cycle it gradually becomes poisoned, as a result of which its activity decreases. Decrease in catalytic activity of CeO 2 is caused by the passivation of the active catalyst surface due to the deposition of phosphorus oxides on it during the decomposition of DMMP. The second reason for the decrease in the activity of cerium (IV) oxide with each subsequent catalytic cycle is the reduction of Ce 4+ to Ce 3+ . The reoxidation of the cerium, however, does not increase the activity of the catalyst. On the basis of the conducted research, the authors of the work (Guo et al. 1990 ) proposed a mechanism for the degradation of DMMP on thin films of cerium oxide, which is shown in Fig. 3 . At 473 °C, occurs chemisorption of DMMP on the surface of cerium (IV) oxide, with the use of oxygen from the phosphonic group. At this temperature, only a small degradation of the substrate occurs, most likely as a result of the breaking of P-OCH 3 bond. In addition, O-P-O bridges are also very likely to form. After the temperature has risen to 573 °C, all phosphono groups are transformed to O-P-O bridges, and P-OCH 3 bonds are torn apart. Above 400 K, desorption of DMMP particles and traces of methanol and formaldehyde takes place. Under these conditions, the exchange of oxygen from cerium (IV) oxide with DMMP probably also takes place, which is used to form O-P-O bridges. At a temperature of 773 °C, O-P-O bridge joints are still formed, but most likely they arise as a result of the combination of methylphosphonate with the catalyst surface, since most of the P-OCH 3 bonds break. At 848 °C takes place desorption of formaldehyde and methanol. However, after exceeding the temperature of 973 °C, an intermediate product is formed, which is methylphosphonate, as evidenced by the Fig. 2 The curves show the change in the amount of CO 2 in the gas stream during thermal decomposition of DMMP versus time of the process (reaction conditions: weight of the amorphous manganese oxide 50 mg, air flow 30 mL/min) (Segal et al. 2001) Fig. 3 DMMP disposal diagram on a thin film made of cerium oxide (IV). POx intermediates are formed which decrease the activity of the catalyst for the decomposition of DMMP (Guo et al. 1990) lack of O-P-O bridge connections and too low temperature, in which P-CH 3 bond is not broken yet. At 1073 °C, methane is formed due to the disruption of the CH3 P bond, and additionally under these conditions, formaldehyde and water are formed as products. At 1173 °C, in addition to gaseous products, solid products are also deposited on the surface of the catalyst. These are mainly oxides of phosphorus POx, while no carbon is observed (Guo et al. 1990 ).
In the case of the DMMP degradation study under high vacuum conditions on nickel (111) and palladium (111) crystals, it was found that the main products of this reaction were carbon monoxide, water, hydrogen, phosphorus and small amounts of carbon (Cao et al. 2000) . Thermal decomposition of DMMP, in the absence of oxygen, occurred both on the surface of palladium at a temperature below 573 °C and nickel at a temperature below 613 °C. This reaction produces hydrogen and carbon monoxide, while on the catalyst surface, phosphorus is deposited. Phosphorus from the catalyst surface can be removed by oxidation at 1348 °C, a process that is not effective for nickel surfaces. A comparison of similar experiments carried out on the surface of molybdenum shows that transition metals may be suitable for the thermocatalytic oxidation of organophosphorus compounds. This is due to the fact that the removal of phosphorus, arising during the DMMP decomposition reaction, from the surface of molybdenum, takes place at a lower temperature (Graven et al. 1966) . Ratliff et al. (2009) describe the results of the research on the thermocatalytic distribution of sarin simulant-DMMP-concentration of which was 1300 ppm. The experiment was conducted in the temperature range of 946-996 °C, and the carrier gas was air of very high purity. Systems (catalyst/carrier) were tested: Al 2 O 3 , 10%Fe/Al 2 O 3 , 10%Ni/Al 2 O 3 , 10%Cu/Al 2 O 3 , 1%Pt/A l2 O 3 , 10%V/Al 2 O 3 . The analyzed materials showed some catalytic activity in the decomposition reaction of the sarin simulant, which decreased with time (Fig. 4) .
On the basis of the conducted research, it was found (Graven et al. 1966 ) that the most durable catalyst is 10%V/Al 2 O 3 , for which the highest conversion of DMMP after 20 h of the experiment was obtained. It also has much longer durability than other materials (e.g., 1%Pt/Al 2 O 3 ), described in publications (Ratliff et al. 2009; Cao et al. 2001) . P 2 O 5 resulting from the degradation of DMMP in the presence of 10%V/Al 2 O 3 reacts with Al 2 O 3 forming AlPO 4 , which reduces the active surface of the catalyst, which probably causes its gradual deactivation. However, when using vanadium (on SiO 2 carrier), which does not react with the P 2 O 5 , the active surface of the catalyst was not reduced. The effect of temperature on DMMP conversion was also examined. It was found that at 896 °C, the conversion rate of the analyzed sarin simulant decreases slightly after about 8 h and after 30 h reaches the level of 91%. However, at 673 K, the conversion efficiency is set at around 99%. The full thermocatalytic degradation of DMMP was obtained only at 996 °C and the process stability exceeded 100 h. describe the studies of thermocatalytic efficiency using activated carbon with a specific surface area of 897.5 m 2 /g. At 846 °C, the efficiency of DMMP decomposition was continuously reduced from the very beginning of the process. At 896 °C, the conversion was maintained for approx. 10 h, and at 946 °C for approx. 26 h. At 996 °C, the total degradation of DMMP was observed at 100 h, which is evidence of high process stability.
Thus, it has been shown (Popiel et al. 2014; Graven et al. 1966 ) that DMMP decomposition results in: CO 2 , methanol and P 2 O 5 . For comparison, it is worth noting that during the analysis of DMMP by mass spectroscopy during electron ionization the decomposition products were methyl methylphosphonate and methylphosphonic acid. In the classic process, decomposition takes place in two stages. In the first stage, CO 2 , methanol and P 2 O 5 are formed. In the second stage, P 2 O 5 is formed, and it deposits on the walls of the reactor and becomes a catalyst for further degradation of DMMP.
Promising properties had also the catalyst that was made from an alloy based on intermetallic Ni 3 Al phase. In many works (Jóźwik et al. 2011 (Jóźwik et al. , 2014 Jang et al. 2011; Hirano et al. 2011; Chun et al. 2006; Arkatova 2010; Zuo et al. 2007) , catalytic activity of bands made of this material in the decomposition reaction has been demonstrated for methanol, hexane, sarin, sulfur mustard and their simulant. The tests presented lately (Jóźwik et al. 2011) were performed in a standard flow system with a fixed catalyst bed. Ni 3 Al band cut into square flakes with a side of 1 mm was placed in the reactor and filled with a quartz pestle with a grain size of 0.5-1 mm. 500 ppm organic compound was introduced into the reactor. The catalyst tested showed high activity in Fig. 4 DMMP degree of conversion as a function of time, depending on the used catalyst (Graven et al. 1966) the DMMP decomposition reaction, which increased as the process temperature increased reaching a conversion close to 100% at a temperature of approximately 450 °C (Fig. 5) . The analysis of DMMP conversion products showed the formation of compounds such as MMP, formaldehyde and methanol in addition to water and carbon oxides.
Photocatalysis
A large number of studies have focused on the development of effective catalysts and reactive materials for the destruction of CWAs, but the most promising systems require photochemistry. One of the most widely studied systems for the degradation of CWAs is nanoparticulate TiO 2 (Moss et al. 2005; Trubitsyn and Vorontsov 2005) .
The fumes of sarin and sulfur mustard can be successfully deactivated by means of ultraviolet (UV) radiation generated from germicidal lamps by means of both photolysis and photocatalysis. Sarin and sulfur mustard can polymerize after irradiation with UV light. A photocatalytic reaction, e.g., on the surface of TiO 2 , leads to the formation of simple inorganic compounds. Research has shown that photolysis or photocatalysis can be used to clean air in large rooms contaminated with sarin. Kozlova and Vorontsov (2006) describe the photocatalytic oxidation of DMMP, in an aqueous suspension of TiO 2 , using oxygen from the air. A Degussa P25 catalyst was used with a surface modified with platinum and palladium. The catalysts obtained in this way showed almost three times more activity than the best standard Degussa P25-type photocatalysts. Kinetic curves of DMMP oxidation to TiO 2 and Pt/TiO 2 can be successfully approximated using the Langmuir-Hinshelwood model, taking into account the effect of oxygen adsorption and DMMP. An increase in catalytic activity of Pt/TiO 2 may be associated with higher adsorption of oxygen or with another rate of reaction. Studies have shown that photocatalysts with a porous structure show greater catalytic activity compared to suspension photocatalysts.
It is also possible to use solid aerosols with a high content of TiO 2 , generated by ultrasonic methods, to purify air contaminated with vapors of chemical warfare agents. DMMP adsorption on TiO 2 leads to almost immediate (less than 10 s) and irreversible hydrolysis of DMMP, resulting in the formation of methanol and adsorbed methyl methylphosphonic acid in the gaseous form. The very short time needed to clean the air contaminated with DMMP (20-40 s) is due to the use of solid aerosols of TiO 2 , which allow to shorten the distance between their catalytical surface and contaminat, in addition, the contaminant-catalyst contact surface is relatively large. The increase in relative air humidity from 4 to 37% at 296 K causes a significant slowdown in the DMMP adsorption process, but accelerates the process of photocatalytic oxidation. Complete purification of air from organic compounds is possible using photocatalytic oxidation in a period not exceeding 10 min. The time needed to purify the air with a solid aerosol containing TiO 2 is directly related to the time needed to generate this aerosol (Neat et al. 2009 ).
Another work (Neatu et al. 2008 ) that contains a comparison of the influence of sunlight (impact on physical adsorption) with ultraviolet radiation (impact on catalytic processes) on the efficiency of sulfur mustard decomposition on TiO 2 /SiO 2 surface was conducted. The obtained test results were compared with the efficiency of decomposition of this compound on the catalyst with the addition of manganese or vanadium (Fig. 6 ). In the case of enriched catalysts (Mn, V and Fe), the highest level of sulfur mustard decomposition was obtained, i.e., above 75%.
On the basis of the results presented in this paper (Neatu et al. 2008) , it can be stated that the sulfur mustard has a lower efficiency (conversion of 10-15%) in the case of daylight. The phenomenon has been explained by the authors (Neatu et al. 2008 ) that the molar coefficient of visible radiation absorption has a lower value than for UV radiation, which in turn affects the reaction speed. Quite good adsorptive properties of used, non-doped material (TiO 2 / SiO 2 ) were enough to obtain a distribution of sulfur mustard of approximately 40% using UV radiation. In addition, it should be noted that doped materials such as Mn can catalyze the decomposition of sulfur mustard under the influence of UV radiation even at the level of 90%.
Many authors (Moss et al. 2005; Trubitsyn and Vorontsov 2005; Kozlova and Vorontsov 2006; Neat et al. 2009; Neatu et al. 2008) have also showed that vapors of poisonous sarin can be effectively deactivated by means of UV radiation. The results are shown in Fig. 7 . UV radiation has an effect on the breakdown of sarin. In non-irradiated gas, the concentration is reduced to 80% in 2 h. On the other hand, after irradiation with UV light, the concentration decreases to approx. 30% within 1 h, and the total decomposition takes place (Jóźwik et al. 2011) within the next hour. In case when TiO 2 was added to the system, disintegration to the level of 30% occurred already after 10 min, which ultimately confirms the efficiency of this oxide as a catalyst for CWA decomposition. During the degradation, studies of chemical warfare agents have mainly used commercially available single metal oxides, most commonly TiO 2 (Moss et al. 2005; Kiselev et al. 2006; Rusu and Yates 2000) . However, in order to increase decontamination efficiency, doped TiO 2 with metal or non-metal ions (Ramacharyulu et al. 2014; Mattsson et al. 2009 ), or various nanocomposites (Giannakoudakis et al. 2016) , has been recently adopted and applied. In particular, combinations of metal oxides or hydroxides with low-dimensional materials appear very promising. Easily accessible carbon materials such as nanotubes (Yang et al. 2013) , graphene (Yang et al. 2013) , or graphene oxide (GO) (Shah et al. 2012) are among the most studied systems. However, synthesis of these fascinating materials on large scale remains challenging. Stengl et al. have previously reported two undemanding methods suitable for large-scale synthesis of TiO 2 -based nanocomposites (Stengl et al. 2011 (Stengl et al. , 2013 .
Nowadays, large efforts have been continuously attempting breakthroughs from new materials and new technologies. Reactive sorbents have gradually come to the fore, and in particular, TiO 2 nanomaterials have been widely explored as possible photocatalysts for CWAs decontamination. To date, much research has been conducted on the photocatalytic degradation efficiency and mechanism of HD, GD, VX, 2-CEES and DMMP on metal ions doped TiO 2 (Stengl et al. 2011 (Stengl et al. , 2012 Osterlund et al. 2009; Mattsson et al. 2009 ).
The sub-zero temperature decontamination performance of the following chemical warfare agents: sulfur mustard (HD), soman (GD) and S-2-(diisopropylamino)ethyl O-ethyl methylphosphonothiolate (VX) as well as their simulants (2-chloroethyl ethyl sulfide (2-CEES)) and dimethyl methylphosphonate (DMMP)) on a novel nanoparticulate Zn
2+
and Ge 4+ co-doped titanium dioxide (Zn-Ge-TiO 2 ) material (Shen et al. 2018 ) has been studied. To discover further progress toward the practice use of the powdered catalyst and improve its low-temperature decontamination, a novel suspension decontaminant was prepared successively by suspending Zn-Ge-TiO 2 in partially fluorinated ethyl-propyl ether (HFE-458, C 5 H 4 F 8 O). It has been proved that Zn (5.28 wt%)-Ge (1.48 wt%)-TiO 2 exhibited the best photocatalytic performance. In comparison with undoped TiO 2 , the new material has unchanged crystal structure (anatase) and decreased average pore diameter. Under simulated sunlight irradiation at − 30 °C, after a reaction time of 120 min, the degradation efficiency of HD, GD and VX on the suspension composed as it was described above was all over 99.95%. This indicated that the suspension has a promising possibility of application in CWAs decontamination under the temperature below 0 °C. Mazur (1946) described for the first time report on enzymatic methods for the detoxification of organophosphorus nerve agents. He found that human and rabbit tissues, blood and plasma contain an enzyme that accelerates the hydrolysis of dialkyl fluorophosphates. Mazur managed to partially characterize the enzyme obtained from the rabbit kidney and stated that dialkyl fluorophosphates either irreversibly block cholinesterase or are detoxified by enzymatic catalyzed hydrolysis, mainly in the liver.
Enzymes used to neutralize chemical warfare agents
Enzyme phosphotriesterase (PTE, EC 3.1.8.1) has catalytic activity against many organophosphorus compounds (Zhang et al. 2009; Bigley et al. 2013; Cherny et al. 2013) , and the highest catalytic capacity is observed for the pesticide paraoxon (Aubert et al. 2004) . The reaction rate constant for the decomposition of paraoxon catalyzed by PTE is k cat = 2280 s −1 . The value determining the specificity of the enzyme relative to the selected substrate is the ratio of the reaction rate of constant to Michaelis constant for paraoxon (substrate) and PTE (enzyme) and is k cat /K m = 6.2107 M −1 s −1 (Omburo et al. 1992) ; for example, this value for selected CWAs is as follows: sarin-8 * 10 4 , soman-10 4 and VX-7 * 10 2 (Di Sioudi et al. 1999) . The phosphotriesterase exhibits catalytic activity against a wide range of compounds, both containing phosphoryl and thiophosphoryl groups (Hong and Raushel 1996) . PTE is one of the enzymes that can catalyze the breakdown of P-S bond (Hoskin et al. 1995; Rastogi et al. 1997 ) which is present in CWAs such as VX. Phosphotriesterase catalyzes the decomposition of compounds whose leaving group is a single ion, e.g., fluoride ion in sarin or soman, as well as large leaving group in VX. The rate of catalyzed reaction in this case depends on the pK a of the leaving group (Hong and Raushel 1996) .
Another enzyme which has the ability to catalyze the hydrolysis of organophosphorus nerve agents is paraoxonase 1 (PON1, EC 3.1.8.1) (Blum et al. 2006 ); this enzyme is present in the human body. The presence of this enzyme is very important in the context of the human organism defense against these highly toxic compounds (Yeung et al. 2007) . PON efficiently catalyzed hydrolyses of G-type CWAs and even shows a small catalytic activity toward decomposition of VX (Broomfield et al. 2000) .
Organophosphorus acid anhydrase (OPAA, EC 3.1.8.2) does not catalyze the hydrolysis of VX, but very effectively accelerates the breakdown of P-F and P-CN bonds in G-type chemical warfare agents such as tabun, soman or sarin (Cheng et al. 1996; Hill et al. 2001 (Cheng et al. 1999) . OPAA exhibit stereoselectivity during catalyze the decomposition of CWAs, showing a preference for less toxic stereoisomer (Hill et al. 2001 ). The enzyme is more active against the R P -enantiomers of sarin; the k cat /K m ratio for the R P -enantiomer is 250 M −1 s −1 and for the S P -enantiomer 100 M −1 s −1 . For soman stereoisomers, we can observe the following relationship: R P S C > R P R C > S P R C > S P S C . (Hill et al. 2001 ). Decomposition and detoxification of organophosphorus compounds can also occur as a result of hydrolysis reactions catalyzed by enzyme DFPase (EC 3.1.8.2) (Allahyari and Latifi 2016) . DFPase effectively catalyzes the hydrolysis reaction of DFP, sarin, soman, tabun and cyclosarin but does not catalyze the hydrolysis of VX and paraoxon (Blum et al. 2006) . A certain degree of stereoselectivity was noticed, but complete detoxification can still be achieved using wild type of enzyme. The catalytic efficiency of enzymatic hydrolysis expressed by k cat /K M ratio for individual soman isomers is in the range of one order (Yeung et al. 2007 ).
The hydrolytic decomposition of sulfur mustard is not a trivial problem due to its poor solubility in water. The enzyme that can accelerate the hydrolysis of sulfur mustard is Haloalkane Dehalogenase (EC 3.8.1.5) (Jasenska et al. 2002) . This enzyme has the ability to catalyze the hydrolysis of a carbon-halogen bond (Jasenska et al. 2005) . Decontamination of sulfur mustard catalyzed by haloalkane dehalogenase leads to the formation of the corresponding products including thiodiglycol (non-toxic), a proton and a halide (Khabiri et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2018) . However, the low resistance to the elevated temperatures limited the application of haloalkane dehalogenases (Guo et al. 2015) . Alternative for this enzyme is new thermotolerant dehalogenase FM2382 from Fulvimarina manganoxydans sp. nov. 8047 (Zhao et al. 2018 . Main products of enzymatic hydrolysis are 2-ethyl ethyl mercaptan and thiodiglycol. Other alternative for detoxification of sulfur mustard is used of nucleophilic scavengers, such as thiopurines (Liu et al. 2010) .
Another enzyme that can be catalyzed decontamination of sulfur mustard is chloroperoxidase (CPO, EC 1.11.1.10) (Popiel and Nawała 2013) . Chloroperoxidase is a universal enzyme that catalyzes the oxidation of a wide range of organic compounds and also catalyzes the chlorination of nucleophilic substrates. CPO catalyzes the oxidation of sulfur mustard and VX compound causing their neutralization (Popiel et al. 2010) . In aqueous solutions containing CPO, hydrogen peroxide or urea complex with hydrogen peroxide and sodium chloride, there we can observe a rapid degradation of VX or sulfur mustard. Decontamination of pigs ears spiked with the VX by mixture containing CPO, urea complex with hydrogen peroxide and NaCl, allows to decompose up to 98% of the nerve agent. At 25 °C and at pH 2.75, the half-life time of VX was 8 s. In the case of sulfur mustard, an aqueous solution with a pH of 2.75 containing CPO, urea complex with hydrogen peroxide (0.05 M) and NaCl (0.5 M) causes the degradation of 99% of the substrate in 10 min. Detoxification of sulfur mustard by CPO leads to the formation of sulfoxide and sulfone, which then spontaneously decomposes to divinyl sulfone (Rastogi et al. 1997) .
Another group CWAs, which have a wide range of toxic effects (from choking to blistering), are arsenic compounds. However, so far there are not any reports on the activity of enzymes against CWAs containing As in their structure. But we can find works describing the activity of enzymes against organic arsenic compounds (Rezanka and Sigler 2008; Hampton et al. 2018) . For example, bacteria Halomonas sp. is capable of using arsenic to sustain growth (Wolfe-Simon et al. 2011 ). This bacterial is able to detoxify arsenate compounds through two cooccurrence pathways, and these pathways directly detoxify arsenate instead of performing the typical conversion of As(V) to As(III) and extrusion of As(III) (Wu et al. 2018) . Another bacterium that can detoxify arsenic compounds is Ralstonia eutropha Q2-8 ). This bacterium can alleviate the toxicity of As to wheat plants and reduce aboveground tissue As uptake by increasing the expression of the root energy-, defense-, cell wall organization-and cell wall biosynthesis-related proteins. It occurs by increasing biomass and in consequence reducing arsenic uptake in wheat plants. The arsH gene is found in many arsenic resistance operons, implying a role in arsenic detoxification (Canovas et al. 2003) . ArsH has previously been characterized as a reductase with various substrates, for example reduction of azo dyes and O 2 -H 2 O 2 (Ye et al. 2007) or Fe(III)-Fe(II) (Xue et al. 2014) . ArsH from Sinorhizobium meliloti oxidized MAs(III), PhAs(III) and Rox(III) when the reductant nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADPH) was supplied (Chen et al. 2015) . These data are very promising in the context of the organic arsenic CWAs disposal, but studies directly on these compounds are required.
Organophosphorus hydrolases have found application in the construction of biosensors for detect of organophosphorus compounds. The use of OPH enzyme instead of ELISA tests allowed to reduce the time needed to detect the presence of toxic compounds, reduced costs and allows for onsite analysis (Singh and Walker 2006) . The American company Reactive surfaces ® (Austin, Texas) produces mixture called OPDtox TM containing organophosphorus hydrolases (McDaniel et al. 2006 ). This formulation is added to paints or other protective coatings against organophosphorus compounds. More and more attention is paid to the possibility of using enzymes for human against CWAs. Enzymes can also be used as an antidote in the case of human exposure to CWAs (Amitai et al. 2003; Cheng et al. 1999; Grimsley et al. 2001) . Research centers conducted studies to integrate enzymes with fabric structure, from which protective clothes against the CWAs will be built (Singh et al. 2004 ).
Conclusion
Currently, widely used decontaminants are alkaline and/or oxidizing substances that adversely affect the decontaminated objects and the natural environment. Some of them are combustible, and their transportation requires specialized means of transport. Therefore, it becomes a very important task to develop decontaminants that will be free from these disadvantages. New decontaminants should quickly and efficiently destroy chemical warfare agents, and the substances resulting from these processes must show much lower toxicity than the original compounds or even have no toxic properties. In addition, care should also be taken to ensure that decontamination products are not harmful to people and the environment, as well as military and civilian equipment.
In connection with all cited aspects, the catalytic processes carry a lot of potential in the field of decontamination. The use of catalytic methods in the processes of decontamination of chemical warfare agents is supported by the following features: no toxicity, no corrosion, biodegradability, high efficiency and the possibility of combining these methods with other methods.
The most popular modern methods of decontamination of chemical warfare agents include: thermocatalysis, photocatalysis and enzymatic catalysis. From the point of view of emerging products and the reaction environment, enzymatic methods seem to be the best. The reactions catalyzed by enzymes occur in the aquatic environment at a pH close to neutral for humans. However, the big deficiency of enzymes is that they are relatively unstable and cannot be stored for a long time, which limits their use as decontaminants.
Of all the catalytic methods used to neutralize CWA, thermal technologies have good potential because they ensure the complete decomposition of hazardous substances into products of low toxicity or to non-toxic products. In addition, they do not require complicated equipment and additional reagents. The only requirement for this type of processes is to provide large amounts of heat. In case of photocatalytic methods, the decomposition of CWAs can be achieved easier than for thermal decomposition, but this technique requires more advanced equipment. Enzymatic methods have the greatest potential, and full detoxification of chemical warfare agents can be reached very fast. In the case of this technique, the decomposition products are always non-toxic. In addition, the use of enzymes fulfills the principles of green chemistry.
